SEPTEMBER

**Module 1:**
Structure and cell biology of nervous system

Virtual visit of ICM PRISME
(human behaviour analysis room)

Monthly Challenge
- 10 MCQ questions from the previous exams
- 1 diagnosis of the patient based on a previous exams

OCTOBER

**Module 2:**
Senses & Perception, Mouvement and model control

Virtual visit of ICM ePHYS
(eletrophysiology room)

Monthly Challenge
- 5 neurohistology structure based on a previous exam
- 5 neuroanatomy structure based on a previous exam

NOVEMBER

**Module 3:**
Brain gross anatomy and neurohistology

Virtual visit of ICM CENIR
(imaging and motion analysis room)

Monthly Challenge
- 5 neurohistology structure based on a previous exam
- 5 neuroanatomy structure based on a previous exam
Module 4: Neurological and psychiatric disorders

E-learning (Multiple sclerosis)

Monthly Challenge
- 10 MCQ questions from the previous exams
- 1 diagnosis of the patient based on a previous exam

Module 5: Brain development

Monthly Challenge
- 5 neurohistology structure based on a previous exam
- 5 neuroanatomy structure based on a previous exam

Overview of all modules

Monthly Challenge
- 5 neurohistology structure based on a previous exam
- 5 neuroanatomy structure based on a previous exam
- 10 MCQ questions from the previous exam
- 1 diagnosis of the patient based on a previous exam